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"Kellerman the :::
Solo-Ai- (He: -J. who has .ever
learned to love himself. After seven ea:s
on the couch, he finds that someone
named Harrv Kellerman has beiun
bad-mouthi- him to all his i and
gu'is rier.ee. ueorpe as.s tne epic
question of the title. The answer is a bit
too pat to hare a two-ho-ur mcnie on. but
I u ont reveal it .

Like too many recent films
"Kellerman" has difficulties with plot;
with having one. that is. Scriptwriters and
directors apparently find spinning off
endless variations on a theme far easier
than keeping a consecutive story hr.t
going. And Georgie's problem is

particularly fertile ground, for he
compulsively remembers, muses, and

The Western ilr. has seen better days
It has survived the fashior.s ar.d fads cf
several generations by adapting itself to
each with a protean vitality that is the
Western's strength. Indeed, the changing
approaches to cinema form and subject
could well be studied through the
changing forms of the Western over the
last forty years.

The Psychological Westerns of the '50s
(the neurotic cowboy) gave way to the
Violence of the '60s (the psychopathic
cowboy); we are now in the 0s and the
"typical" Western again reflects a new
sensibility. These days, "realism" is in.

Which brings us. in a round-about-wa- y.

to "McCabe and Mrs. Miller." When
insight, intelligence and a modicum of
honesty are recruited to create a film
which relates, even tangentially, to the
real world, there is some cause for
rejoicing. Yet, in spite of what too many
filmmakers today would have us believe,
realism is more than a fou; ct word in

the mouth. There has got to be some
substance to a film and the profusion of
physical detail that cries out to be
noticed because it is "real."

This is the problem vuth "McCabe and
Mrs. Miller." Director Robert Altman
attempts to create a mood-a- n evocation
of a time and place (Pacific Northwest in
the 1890s) that resonates with the vitality
of the frontier past. The sense of life is
there; so is the physical detail. The
dialogue is handled skillfully and with
originality. The photography is

occasionally exquisite and always pretty
to look at. And the title characters are

. . . well, they are WarTen Beatty and
Julie Christie.

Yet, the separate elements of
"McCabe" somehow never mesh into a
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details are ro-ann- cai: observe d
Ha!:"-- thro, h the :i.m the grubbiness
of the id: of PresHtenan Church
beg:-- s to v. It can't be that dirty and
miserable all the time - seme das the
?un must shine' It is the mvtholceic eve
that sees a ro ar.ee in mud. and preserves

soft-focuse- d lens the most full,
ped characted in the film, the

of Presbyterian Church, as though it were
an aging movie star. Any sense cf real"
reahtv is undermined bv the sentimental
imposition o! so --called 'modern'
sensibilities on the story, characters, and
the comment of the camera's point of
view.

The result is an interesting but
fashionably muddled melodrama. Plot
and sense of action become as irrelevant
to the characters as they are to a 197
audience. The title characters are poorly
defined, and motivated not internally,
but by the faddish wisdom of SO years
after-McC- abe and Mrs. Miller are mere
presences in the film, myths of the "0s in
the trappings of !S90s realism.

The failure of these people to LIVL as
either myth or reality reflects the basic
failure of what might otherwise have been
a very interesting movie.

'"WHO IS HARRY Kellerman and Why
is He Saying Those Terrible Things About
Me?" might better have been titled,
'"How did Dustin Hoffman Get Mixed I'p
in This Mess?" For Herb Gardmr's
("Thousand Clowns") script has all ihe

for UPI. Penny's. Sears, and Vision
Magazine doing commercial photography,
television documentaries, and worked as a
free lance assistant for several studios. He
is now employed by Duke University
doing electron microscope photography.
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THE OLD BOOK CORNER
137 East Rosemary Street

Opposite Town Parking Area
Chapel Hill

by Gary Miller and Ted Claghorn

Joni Mitchell: "Blue " (Reprise MS 2038 )

We have waited a long time for this
album; since "Ladies of the Canyon" in
fact. "Blue," Joni Mitchell's newest
release is the end result of over a year of
absence from the musical scene. During
this period Joni made few personal
appearances and recorded only "Blue,"
spending her time resting and thinking as
she indicated in an interview with the
"Rolling Stone" last spring.

"Blue" is without a doubt one of the
most moving personalized records
released in a long time. The songs, all
personal, deal almost exclusively with
people and experiences in Jom's past life.
All express her sadness or lonliness due to
;j lost love or a mistake, yet she closes on
an optimistic note in "The Last Time I

Saw Richard" where Joni says:
"When you 6onna get yourself back on

your feet,

Union classes
beginning soon

Bowling league tryouts, bridge lessons,
and yogi lessons are being sponsored by
the Carolina Union recreation committee.

Anyone interested in learning bridge
can sign up now at the Union
iiniorrnation desk for the beginning
bridge lessons that will start September
2') and continue for eight weeks,
according to recreation chairman Alan
Mann.

I he Wednesday night lessons are to be
taught by a certified Goren instructor,
Mrs. Phil Jackson. Classes will last from
7:30 ') p.m. and wili cost the
participants S2 for the entire set of
lessons.

Al Scopp's Kundalini yoga classes have
already begun, but are Still open to new
applicants. Mann said the class is a "very

kind of yoga" involving
breathing, massage, and chanting.

I ryouts for the UN'C bowling team are
being held this Wednesday night at 7 p.m.
Two other bowling groups are organizing,

i student-facult- y mixed league that began
last night and a men's handicap league
that will begin Thursday night.
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Photo classes open

iillu cm a t h ui irr.era foi.o?
h.m like i do Yet. after to hours of
remembered or imagined comedie and
drama. e're no closer to undrrsta-.dir- j:

Geerg-.- e than at the start.
But hat to say about Hoffman r a

film that seems to he
mumMirt to itself, his performance is
beautiful and alive when, the sub:ectie
camera displaces him. his voice becomes a

presence on the screen. "hcn he bees h:
wife to come out on the patio and read
her paper m the sunshine, his expression,
gestures and tone communicate a

complexitv cf feeling --exasperation,
confusion, need to be loved, des.re to
iove-wh- ich many of us have perhaps
experienced before without
understanding

'Harry Kellerman" is a modvh.
unsuccessful film that ought to have been
a failure. Yet Dustin Hoffman's
performance is so expressively human
that it makes the film come alive. Mere'.v
as Hoffman's vehicle. "Harry Kellerman"
should be seen.

has had a strong interest m chjmher
music since he was at college.

He is a founding member of the North
Carolina String Quartet, and has soloed
with seeral orchestras m the state.

Fedora Horowitz was born m Romania
and studied initially at the Conservatoire
in Bucharest. In 158, she moved to
Israel where she took up a teaching post
at the Rubin Academy of Music in
Jerusalem. While in Israel, she gave many
recitals and extensive broadcasts.

She moved to Chapel Hill m Il)(0
where her husband is connected with the
psychology department, and she has
taught and played here since then.
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Oh and love can be so sweet, love so
sweet." Critics could say that she is
overly sentimental, but the lyrics are
written and sung so emotionally that the
listener cannot help but feel that he
knows and feels exactly what she is tryir.g
to say. "Blue" again shows Jom's
exceptional sor.g writing talents, and her
piano and voice cannot help but bring to
mind Lara Nyro.

Instrumental! the album is perfect.
All the songs are tight and move along
easily and smoothly. Joni plays guitar and
does some nice things on piano. Stephen
Sills and James Taylor, two of Jom's
more publicized romances, play guitar on
selected songs, and without a doubt
"Blue" contains songs written for them.
The album is beautiful and probably one
of the best of of the vear. Listen to
"Blue." There will be a son, for you.

Black Oak Arkansas: "Black Oak
Arkansas "(A ten SD 33-35- 4 J

Occasionally a new group appears on
the music scene without the fanfare of
some groups, and it takes a while for the
good word to get around. The first
"Chicago" album is an example of this as
opposed to the first "Crosby, Stills, and
Nash" album. You can add "Black Oak
Arkansas" to that list of obscure albums.

Black Oak Arkansas needs no
super-hyp- e, their music sells themselves.
The album consists largely of well
arranged and executed count ry
influenced rock 'n roll. The most
refreshing instrument on the album is the
voice of Jim Mangrum, which lies
somewhere in the ranch area. Mangrum's
voice is just plain raw and gruff.

The best cut on the album is "I Could
Love You," a funky six minute piece.
The guitar presents the rhythm and
invention throughout the piece. I

question the authenticity of "Lord Have
Mercy on My Soul," which starts with a

needless soliloquy about a vision of
walking through the "Halls of Krama."
The album ends with a fine instrumental
recorded in the studio to sound as though
it was recorded live called, "When
Electricity Came to Arkansas."

Black Oak Arkansas finds a
preoccupation with the devil and God,
referring to both lyrically throughout the
album. The group seemed completely
relaxed in the studio, causing the album
not to come out stiff or rigid but more of
a good time.

Go to your favorite record store and
ask them to paly Black Oak Arkansas'
ajbum. Listen to it once, that will. tell you
whether their music agrees with you. If it
does, see if you can get out of the store
without a copy.
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1 Soaks up 5 Compass point
5 Part of 6 Adhesive

fireplace substances
9 Enemy 7 Egyptian

12 Merit goddess
13 Comfort 8 Number
14 Guido'shigh 9 Criminal

note 10 Butter
15 Body of substitute

soldiers (colloq.)
17 Tennis game 11 Direction
19 Brags 15 Parent (colloq.)
21 Booty 18 Secluded valley
22 Succor 20 Lance
24 Hebrew letter
25 Writing 2.2 Rabbit

implement 23 Verve
26 Beverage 25 St3tio'n
27 Instruction 27 Condescending
29 Colleee degree loo,s

(abbr.) 28 Goes by water
31 Male sheep
32 Babylonian 29 Badger

deity 30 Skin ailment
33 Conjunction

I 12 13 14
34 Alponquian

Indian
35

measure
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39 Armed conflict
40 Man's ' 2223nickname
41 Detest 26 V
42 Bad
44 Title of respect 31 X32
45 Deprived of
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52 Part of foot

7T T54 Nerve network 42

55 Youngster -

55 Sicilian volcano 46
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The Music Department continues its
Tuesday Evening Concert Series tonight
with a Violin and Pi ano Recital given by
Dr. Edgar Alden and Fedora Horowitz.

The concert, the second in the year's
series, will be presented in Hill Hall 3t S

p.m.
The program consists of three violin

sonatas, two from the classical era and
one from the romantic. The duo will
open with J.S. Bach's Sonata in E major,
followed by Mozart's Sonata in E-fl- at

major and Cesar Franck's Sonata in A
major.

Alden, just elected as the new Music
Department chairman, was born in Ohio
and educated at Oberlin and at UNC. He

HAIR
In the Back Room of The Carolina
Barber Shop

Appointments
Telephone Gary
942-439- 1 Carden
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Free lance photographer, film editor,
and photojournalist Eduardo Nunez will

be teaching the Carolina Union's
photography classes which will begin this
Wednesday.

Two series of 12 lessons will be
taught, one for beginners and one for
advanced photographers. The beginning
class is for those who are unfamiliar with
darkroom techniques and the advanced
class is for those with at least some
knowledge of the darkroom. The
beginners class will meet at 7 p.m. on
Wednesdays and the advanced class meets
at 8:30 p.m.

The lessons will cost the participants
S15, payable at application, and each of
the two classes will be limited to 15.
students. Sign-u- p sheets are at the Union
information desk.

Nunez did motion picutre work,
television commercials, and magazine
editorial work in Buenos Aires before
coming to New York where he worked
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34 Track and field 43 Girl's name
official 44 Encounter

35 Nimbus '45 Symbol for
37 Unmarried lady tellurium
39 Polished 47 Pronoun
41 Listened to 49 Greek letter
42 Prepare for 50 Bird s beak
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mi uaity Tr Hti is published by thUntvertlty of North Carolina Student
V.
V. Publications Board, daily except Sunday

examlnetlon periods, vacationssummer periods.
V Offices are at the Student Union8 building, Univ. of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, N. C. 27S14. Telephone
numbers: News Sports 933-1- 0 1 1 ;
9 3 3 '1 0 1 2 : Business, Circulation,
Advertising 933-- 1 163.
Subscription rates: $10.00 per year;
$5.00 per semester.

Second class postage paid at U. S. Post
Office In Chapel Hill, N. C.

The Student Legislature shall have
powers to determine the Student
Activities fee and to appropriate all
revenue derived from the Student
Activities fee (1.1.1.4 of the Student

'.4 Constitution). The budgetary
appropriation for the 19 70-7- 1 academic

v year Is 21 92 .SO for undergraduates
and $4 .64 7 JO for graduates as the
subscription rate for the student body
($ 1 .8 4 per student based on fall semester
enrollment figures).

The Dally Tar Heel reserves the right to
regulate the typographical tone of aily. advertisements and to revise or turn 8away copy it consider objectionable.v

I The Dally Tar Heel will not consider
adjustments or payments for any
advertisement Involving major
typographical errors or erroneous

s insertion unless notice Is given to the
v Business Manager within (1) one day

after the advertisement appears, or8 within one day of the receiving of tear
sheets, of subscription of the paper. The
Daily Tar Heel will not be responsible
for more than one Incorrect Insertion ofi an advertisement scheduled to run
several times. Notices for such correction
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